
THE VISION 

I know beyond a shadow of doubt that we can easily take the state of Florida for the Lord and 

saturate it in prayer IF the leaders of these various prayer movements and grassroots 

organizations are willing to work together in a purpose of unity for God’s kingdom agenda to 

prevail. For God already has more than enough intercessors in the state of Florida in all 67 

counties in the state of Florida.  

In addition, God already has enough change activists in the state of Florida which He has 

strategically placed in all seven mountains in our society in order to be the salt and light we are 

called to be.  

Yet, the primary problem which is keeping us from becoming in an organized, focused army, 

other than His leaders feeling like we are in completion with one another, is that God’s people 

only pray or act on initiatives which are “deemed” as a priority based on the directives issued by 

the leaders of the particular organization that they are currently affiliated with, rather than 

coming into alignment by invoking both PRAYER and ACTION for the purpose of establishing 

God’s kingdom on a national, state, regional, and local level.  

Can you imagine what would happen if each LEADER in the prayer movement would come 

together in a purpose of unity for God’s kingdom agenda on a state, regional, and local level as 

ONE UNITED COALITION that is formed on a statewide basis based on ALL the issues which 

must be dealt with? They could then in a purpose of unity based on God’s KINGDOM agenda, 

come up with dedicated teams to pray for our elected leaders, including candidates or statesmen 

that the Lord is raising up for a time such as this to run for public office for the first time. 

Moreover, they could have dedicated teams to pray about current or pending legislation. They 

could have dedicated teams to pray for all our schools on a state, regional, and local level ON A 

REGULAR BASIS.  They could have dedicated teams who would activate ALL 

their intercessors on a COLLECTIVE basis in order to cover the state of Florida with worship 

and prayer in every county based on a 24 hour basis every day of the week!   

The same scenario applies to those LEADERS in the various grassroots organizations! With a 

concerted effort as they pool their resources and activate the people in their particular 

organizations to plug into the specific state wide coalition based on what they are most 

passionate about in order to achieve God’s KINGDOM agenda!  

Then together as one body of Christ we could storm the gates of hell and stop tyranny dead in its 

tracks by launching an organized focused assault with a boots on the group campaign while 

simultaneously interceding for God’s good, perfect, and pleasing will to prevail in all these areas 

as well! 



As a result, we would see the manifest presence of God coming into the state of Florida like a 

flood and His manifest glory would push back the spiritual darkness and the culture of death 

which is invading and consuming our land at an accelerated rate! Only by invoking both 

PRAYER and ACTION which includes God’s people making PROPHETIC declarations and 

decrees with the power and authority that we have in the mighty name of Jesus, will we 

EXPERIENCE God’s RESURRECTION power, glory, and His fire be released in order to set 

the captives free who do not even realize that they are spiritually blinded! This is one of the 

reasons why we are seeing the apathy, complacency, and apostasy in the body of Christ like 

never before!  

One reason that the spiritual darkness has invaded our land like a flood is because the UNHOLY 

altars in America are more numerous than the HOLY altars in our nation! As such, the agenda 

from the kingdom of darkness is being implemented throughout our land rather than God’s 

kingdom agenda based on the present state of APATHY and COMPLACENCY prevalent by 

many in the body of Christ because they are spiritually blinded! 

Yet, like in the case of Gideon, God always uses a small remnant of His faithful people to 

accomplish His kingdom purposes so that He gets all the glory! Therefore, at this time God has 

already raised up His faithful remnant in order to be His change agents and prayer activists for a 

time such as this. But again, the missing link is that we are not an organized, focused army like 

the enemies army is and we keep reinventing the wheel! In other words, our left hand doesn’t 

know what our right hand is doing in the body of Christ because most of our leader’s focus is on 

only what their particular mandate is! 

And, as you are well aware, like Nehemiah was, we are God’s change agents and is why the 

Lord is beseeching us to not only pray, but to become a focused, organized army in order to 

activate the prayers of the saints for His kingdom purposes to prevail in the state of Florida and 

America. 

As such, this NEW move that God is orchestrating is not just a prayer movement. It is also for 

the purpose of bringing “awakening” and “reformation” to the state of Florida, so that 

awakening and reformation can sweep across this nation to the rest of the nations for the final 

Great Awakening which will usher in the return of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. 

Moreover, it is also for the purpose of bringing TOTAL restoration and reconciliation of ALL 

things, especially concerning Israel as the Fullness of the Gentiles is coming to fruition in this 

hour. 

 

 


